DH Patterns and Fit
HIVIS®
“HIVIS®”
HIVIS® is an initiative by
DH Patterns and Fit under
which companies can
outsource the safety class
certification process for
work wear apparel.

grams, communication with manufacturers and the
certification institute, and much more, even the obligatory
payments. You can expect to receive the safety class
certificate within 8 weeks.

HIVIS® underlines DH’s
commitment to the
workwear industry. DH
continues to increase
quality, reduce costs and
shorten time-to-market.

“HIVIS® Takes Care of Certification”
HIVIS® takes care of your certification process. HIVIS®
becomes an extension to your organization, if and when
you need it.
Years of certification expertise and a thorough
understanding of standards are readily available from DH to
workwear companies. HIVIS® can be an add-on to your
existing staff or replace employees during their absence or
you may decide to outsource the task. HIVIS® is there for
you.

“HIVIS® Is the Sum of Expertise and
Technology”
As part of HIVIS®, WisePatterns®
supports conformity checks and
calculates projected areas of
fluorescent and reflective areas.
In combination with
WisePatterns® functionality and
Half-Proto’s®, DH continues to
increase quality, reduce costs and
shorten time-to-market.

“DH’s Full Service Provider Offer”
DH is a full service provider to the workwear industry.
HIVIS® is a natural extension of the service offer by DH. The
service by DH follows all of the steps in your workflow; from
design to patterns and Half-Proto’s®, from product
development to certification.
The business objective by DH is to reduce your time-tomarket by 50%, half the number of factory prototypes,
reduce your development costs by 25% and provide the
optimal combination of fit, function and manufacturability.

“Define Your Target Market”
The HIVIS® process begins with asking a few simple
questions; which styles and geographic markets do you
wish to target, contact information of the textile
manufacturers and prototype availability.
From than onwards, our HIVIS® specialist will take care of
the textile test reports, shipments, language packs, picto-

“Pricing”
Please refer to the price list in
the Volume Purchase
Agreement. HIVIS® services fall
under the category for Product
Development. The hourly rate is
dependent on the VPA level I-V.
The VPA level is determined by
annual workload estimate; the
higher the work volume, the
higher the discount.
The cost of certification fluctuates. Erroneous information
from the manufacturers or design or production faults may
increase the expenditure. Combining garments with similar
properties under the same HIVIS® assignment can reduce
your costs.

Do you wish to know more? Please visit www.dorthehansen.com or contact DH at info@dorthehansen.com Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn
and Twitter. DH Patterns and Fit (HQ), Sjøgangen 4, suite 16-2-5, Tjuvholmen, N-0252, Oslo, Norway

